NEW CHOICES
NO RULES

Harley-Davidson® Genuine Motor Parts & Accessories
New Products
Whatever your vision for your Harley-Davidson® motorcycle, the new Genuine Motor Parts & Accessories in this catalogue—plus an even bigger selection in store—are the ultimate tools for bringing it to life. Nothing is impossible. Because only Harley-Davidson has over 10,000 road-tested, perfect fit-guaranteed ways to create a custom of one that embodies your spirit. Your style. And your self.

Get inspired by the new products here and at accessories.harley-davidson.ca, then stop in to start or continue your custom journey. Whether you’re looking for simple add-ons like new luggage and brighter lighting or major modifications like a new sound system, the experts at our Retail Store will partner with you to make your dream bike a reality.

Your ride is what you make of it.

Bike shown: Street Glide® with H-D® Genuine Motor Parts & Accessories
Shown on cover: Electra Glide® Ultra Classic® with Boom!™ Audio 6.5” Fairing Speakers
Add more rock to your roll. New Boom!™ Audio speakers and amplifier kits are designed to maximize music volume and clarity in the harsh motorcycling environment. Protected by perforated metal grilles and built to resist weather and vibration, each component offers enhanced output and concert-hall quality with less distortion than ever before. Bottom line? Sound has never sounded so good.
1. **DAYMAKER™ REFLECTOR OPTICS 7" LED HEADLAMP**
   Brilliant, long-life LED lamp lights up surroundings and is easily seen by other traffic.
   67700189

2. **DAYMAKER™ REFLECTOR OPTICS 4" LED AUXILIARY LAMPS**
   Shaped to provide an enhanced pool of light in front of and on either side of your bike.
   68000075

3. **CHROME WATER PUMP COVER**
   Design conceals the coolant lines and fittings of a Water-Cooled™ Touring model’s water pump for a custom look.
   62400029

4. **7" WIND SPLITTER WINDSHIELD**
   Sweeping design is shaped for the perfect combination of airflow management, noise reduction, and “wow” style.
   57400205

5. **XL COMPACT SPORT WIND DEFLECTOR**
   Minimalist, 6" x 4" screen deflects wind around the headlamp and handlebar mounted gauges.
   57400184

6. **LAYBACK LED TAIL LAMP**
   Mirroring the contour of the rear fender, this bright running lamp combines style and performance.
   67800357

---

STEAL THE SPOTLIGHT

There are plenty of ways to do it. See and be seen with powerful new Daymaker™ headlamps and auxiliary lamps that illuminate dark roads and enhance visibility to other traffic. Master the wind with a low-profile windshield or wind deflector that controls airflow—without detracting from the real star of the show.
1. SADDLEBAG COOLER
Keep drinks and snacks icy on hot summer rides. Insulated, zippered cooler fits the length of your saddlebag.
95200991

2. RIDER BRIEFCASE
Compartmentalized leather/vinyl briefcase easily fits into Touring saddlebags. Fits most 17" laptops.
93300092

3. TAIL BAG
Passenger pillion bag is made of UV-resistant ballistic nylon with 3M™ Scotchlite™ Reflective Material trim.
93300069

4. THREE-POCHET FAIRING POUCH
Convenient storage at your fingertips, and a design that complements H-D® wind deflectors and windshields.
93300054

5. ROAD ZEPPELIN® SEAT WITH AIR CUSHION
A unique, rider-adjustable air bladder system distributes your weight evenly across the seating surface, eliminating pressure points for a more comfortable ride.
52000145

6. DETACHABLE BACKREST WITH ADJUSTABLE RECLINE
Backrest allows passenger to adjust the recline angle three ways for maximum comfort.
52300257

Build a better road trip. Stay your belongings in sleek, versatile new H-D® soft luggage, specially designed to fit your bike and your needs. Up your comfort—and your passenger’s—with an air adjustable seat and a new backrest. It’s easy to see why ours is the Touring standard others aim for. And we just keep raising the bar.

Refer to the H-D® 2014 Genuine Motor Parts & Accessories catalogue for additional fitment and finish availability or see your Retailer for details.
Bike shown: Electra Glide® Ultra Classic® with H-D® Genuine Motor Parts & Accessories

BUILT BY US
COMPLETED BY YOU

A Harley-Davidson® motorcycle isn’t finished until it’s a perfect reflection of its owner. So while our new 2014 touring models are equipped with the industry’s most innovative features, they don’t bear your stamp—yet. Stop in for a test ride* on one of our new bikes, and see the customization options we’ve developed for them. They’re everything you want. And plenty more. Explore the possibilities at accessories.harley-davidson.ca.

Demo riders are required to possess a valid motorcycle operator’s license and be at least 18 years of age. Demo riders and passengers are required to wear a properly fitting, D.O.T. certified helmet and other appropriate riding gear (including eye protection, shirt, and closed-toe shoes with a heel strap) while riding.
UPGRADE YOUR RIDE TODAY

BRING YOUR CUSTOM OF ONE TO LIFE WITH NEW H-D® GENUINE MOTOR PARTS & ACCESSORIES.

Stop in to see how our experts can help make it happen—from consultation to installation—and explore more of the collection at accessories.harley-davidson.ca.